The FBI, under then-Director James Comey, conducted both the investigation into the handling of classified materials using a private email server and the allegations that Trump collaborated with Russia. More than 8,500 text messages obtained by the inspector general revealed a serious flaw in favor of Clinton and against Trump among some of the key people involved in the investigation.

The FISA warrants to spy on Trump’s campaign, according to national security reporter Sarah Carter. Two of President Donald Trump’s closest top officials also surveilled the communications of Trump’s team, both before and after the elections. The unverifiable allegations in the dossier were also included in open media organizations, both by Fusion GPS and as other key players introduced, to cast shade over Trump’s stand for presidency. Many questions are being raised by the connections before us, as why was the FBI not willing to accept the allegations made by Fusion GPS? And what did Obama do in this point when the communications of Trump, the opponent of the candidate was expressed?

These matters are currently under investigation by the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, the Department of Justice’s (DOJ) inspector general, and possibly special counsel Robert Mueller.

The FBI produced the dossier on Trump using almost exclusively Kreml-linked sources. The company was also hired by the Russian government for lobbying work against the Magnitsky Act.

According to a complaint to the DOJ, the Steele’s information is unreliable. The other group paying money to Fusion GPS related to the Russian “Obama campaign—Obama for America made $150,000 payments to Perkins Coie between April 2016 and August 2017, although it is unclear whether those payments were related to Fusion GPS.

Fusion GPS’s research team, led by Steele and whose name were directed by her. The access by Obama officials to store nearly all communications of Trump allowed FBI agents to feed information to Obama, The Washington Post reported. The New York Times, The Washington Post, The New Yorker, CNN, and Yahoo News.

Fusion GPS was set up by journalists Glenn Simpson and Peter Fritsch, who was a co-founder and media researcher. The firm was founded in 2014.
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